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Cases in the World

• 1,344,962 cases (+72,924)

• 74,557 deaths (+5,190)

Two days in a row of lower 

numbers, but we saw that last 

week as well, and then number 

jumped on Tuesday. Fingers 

crossed they continues to 

lower.



Countries 

per 1M 

The US ranks 

• 17th in Testing per 1M with
5,245.

• 10th in Cases per 1M with 
1,107. 

• 11th in Deaths per 1M with 
32.58.

Germany, who is 9th on the
Testing list, has tested
10,962 per 1M, more than
twice what the US has.
Yes, they have found a
higher per 1M cases with
1,233, but due to their
population, have a lot less
cases. If the US tested at
Germany’s rate, our cases
would skyrocket even
more.



Select Country 

Trends

Rates continue to slow for

the European countries, but

cases continue to rise. The

chart compares the US days

since 100+ cases. This

shows the scale of the cases

per country at the same point

in the virus spread.



Cases 

in the US
•366,214 cases (+29,542)

•10,783 deaths (+1,164)

•1,934,325 tests (+155,025)



States 
Per 100K 

Comparison
Texas ranks 49th in Testing

with 294 tests per 100K.

The low testing rate

means Texas ranks 44th in

cases per 100k with 27.74

(people who have the

virus either can’t get or

aren’t being tested,

keeping that rate low).

On the plus side, Texas

ranks 43rd on Deaths per

100K with 0.52.



Select State 

Trends

All of the illustrated states

are now below the 33% trend

line. I’ve added the same bar

graph to provide the scale on

Texas vs other states at the

same number of days since

100 cases. As in the Per

100k above, more testing

would result in higher cases.



Cases in 

Texas

•8,043 cases (+834)

•150 deaths (+14)

•85,357 tests (+14,419)

The daily cases are an 

all-time high. 



Cases by 

Texas Counties 
The top five counties for 

counties are:

• Harris – 1,809

• Dallas – 1,155 

• Travis – 504

• Tarrant – 452

• Bexar – 410

14 counties now have 100 or

more cases, 59 have over 10 or

more, and 159 counties have at

least 1 case.

44 counties have seen at least 1

Texan die from COVID-19



You can access all these charts 

at bit.ly/uscovid19map.

Stay home if you can. Stay safe.

https://bit.ly/uscovid19map?fbclid=IwAR0z3_BiCBdfi2T9vLwYVNXGkoJjNRMtxdlfThOhRrNq5w13k0ZWhnn8t1w

